October 20, 2014

AUCT: Wait to buy

Supportive: B14.15

Resistance: B16.50

Source: Bloomberg and ASP Research

Analysis:
• AUCT has been swinging sideway over the past month, recently dropping to test a supportive range of
B14.15 and then getting boosted by a buy support and rebounding to B15.80 by the close.
• A candlestick made a hammer pattern with a long tail on October 16 and then there was a big white
candlestick with the largest volume of the week on October 17. The price is believed to revive after this.
• If AUCT can recover today, a 5-day SMA will surpass a 25-day SMA, reflecting coming positive
momentum. In the short-term AUCT might surge back to test a resistance range of B16.50 but would
not easily pass the obstacle, possibly weakening slightly to get ready for another round of increase with
the target at B19.00
• Buy when the price surpasses B16.50, aiming at B19.00.
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